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�e intention of this article is to solve the disadvantages of the current logistics model and promote the healthy development of
modern cross-border e-commerce (CBEC) Logistics. First, this paper expounds on and compares the traditional and CBEC
logistics models. �en, the CBEC logistics system is constructed and adjusted according to system construction requirements.
Further, two key subsystems are designed: the logistics object distribution subsystem and risk detection subsystem, based on the
deep learning backpropagation neural network (BPNN) algorithm. �e relevant parameters of the object distribution subsystem
are calculated and sent to the risk detection subsystemmodel and tested. It is concluded that the sorting completion rate before 18:
00 can reach 95.2%, indicating that the proposed CBEC logistic system can meet the needs of CBEC logistics enterprises. Logistics
risk detection’s expected and actual outputs can �t 99%, indicating a tiny deviation.�e research has certain reference signi�cance
for clarifying the logistics system and service mode of CBEC.

1. Introduction

�e global economy, science, and technology are advancing
rapidly, among which the fastest are Internet technology,
information technology, and mobile Internet economy.
Cross border E-commerce (CBEC) has seen outbursts since
the Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak. Due
to the ongoing pandemic, international consumption has
depressed. Under such less optimistic situations, the world
begins to look for a breakthrough, which becomes the best
opportunity for CBEC development. Globally, the CBEC has
shown a trend of centralization and rapid growth.�erefore,
higher standards have been put forward for the quality and
speed of cross-border logistics: more data, information, and
intelligence must be incorporated. �e latest report analysis
shows that in 2020, due to the continuous impact of the
epidemic, the scale of online consumption will expand
rapidly. In particular, from 2019 to 2020, the total retail sales
of e-commerce in major countries in Europe, America, and
the Asia Paci�c region increased bymore than 15%, realizing
rapid growth. �e step-up of global CBEC is inseparable
from e�cient and reliable cross-border logistics. �erefore,

cross-border logistics has become a prerequisite for CBEC
development.

Before the concept of e-commerce logistics, previous
studies have analyzed military, enterprise, and e-commerce
logistics in the supply chain (SC) using the simulation
method [1]. �e impact of order segmentation has been
examined on the total logistics cost [2]. Major Western
nations, such as the United States, Britain, Germany, France,
and Spain, rely on the mature market environment. �eir
e-commerce ecology has taken shape. �e penetration rate
and the growth rate of e-commerce users, and the per capita
GDP are at the world’s highest level [3]. Some developed
countries and international organizations have done many
works and made some progress in establishing a uni�ed
information system through advanced communication
technologies and perfect social sharing systems [4]. Now, the
uncertainty distribution of the logistics system has been
e¥ectively controlled, and the subsystem design that can
minimize risk is being carried out. Such a proposal is to treat
the logistics distribution problem under uncertainty from a
macro perspective [5]. However, the microdetailed system
design is still vacant.
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Nowadays, CBEC has also become a new economic de-
velopment point. With the continuous increase in consumer
demands, the e-commerce logistics model is also innovating.
As a result, the following problems complicate the emerging
disadvantages of the original model. �e customs clearance
and bonded system are not perfect, the after-sales service
experience is poor, and the SC logistics system is not mature
[6]. �e nature of CBEC belongs to cross-border trade, which
involves changes in the national policy environment. �ese
problems hinder the stable development of modern CBCE
logistics while providing an opportunity for optimization and
improvement. So far, many relevant theoretical studies can be
found. However, the CBEC logistics system research is very
few, and the establishment of the CBEC logistics system is
imminent. Aiming at the construction objectives and prin-
ciples of the CBEC logistics system, this paper determines the
two-level subsystem and three-level constituent elements of
the CBEC logistics system. Speci�cally, it constructs the CBEC
logistics distribution subsystem, the CBEC logistics-oriented
evaluation index system (EIS), and the risk detection sub-
system based on the deep learning backpropagation (BP)
neural network (NN) algorithm. �e conclusion reads as
follows: the proposed system can meet the needs of the CBEC
logistics enterprise. �e CBEC logistics distribution system
has fewer faults and errors. �e innovation is to study CBEC
logistics from a systematic perspective and enrich the research
system of CBEC logistics. Two CBEC logistics subsystems are
constructed: Logistics distribution and risk detection sub-
systems. �is study studies and optimizes the logistics dis-
tribution e�ciency and distribution risk of CBEC, which has a
certain reference signi�cance for clarifying the Logistics
system and service mode of CBEC. �e �ndings provide a
reference for developing Logistics enterprises.

2. Construction and Parameter Calculation of
CBEC Logistics System

2.1. Comparative Analysis of Traditional Mode and Cross-
BorderMode of E-Commerce Logistics. A traditional logistics
system is a set of coherent logistics transportation schemes,
more commonly known as the enterprise resource planning
(ERP) system, completed through electronic information
technology (EIT). �e traditional ERP has been relatively
mature and extended multiple functions based on simple
household delivery. However, it has some de�ciencies and
relies heavily on human labor and material resources,
making it unsuitable for the emerging CBEC logistics [7].

Figure 1 gives the traditional e-commerce logistics trans-
portation process.

From Figure 1, the e-commerce enterprise (ECE) presents
the commodity information online, where the buyer visits and
selects the goods and then �lls in the order [8]. �e ECE
con�rms and informs the buyer of the charging amount and
payment method upon order. At the same time, the ECE has
the supply of the goods prepared. �e buyer makes settlement
and capital delivery, and the information is noti�ed to the
buyer and the seller. �en, the ECE delivers the goods and
waits for the buyer’s con�rmation. E-commerce represents the
future consumption and service mode as a new digital trade
mode. �erefore, to improve the overall consumption envi-
ronment, there is a need to break through the traditional
system of inherent industry and develop a comprehensive
manner characterized by commodity agency and distribution
[9].�is is a complete system that links Logistics, business «ow,
and information «ow into a whole. �e speci�c process
gradually re«ects a series of new characteristics of the logistics
model: informatization, automation, and networking. �e
CBEC logistics and transportation process is shown in Figure 2.

CBEC involves multiple nodes in the SC. �e operation
of each node is drawn in Figure 2: the seller contacts the
company to place an order, pick up the goods on-site,
transport them to the port or airport, have the documents
signed by relevant departments, and transport the goods to
the transportation system for customs clearance, transfer, or
storage at the destination. CBEC logistics can integrate
resources and industries to provide standardized customer
service, order management, uni�ed business, and other
services. It is an essential link connecting production and
trade [10]. Meanwhile, CBEC logistics are classi�ed
according to customized customer needs to provide e�cient
logistics services such as warehousing, distribution, and
transportation.

2.2. Research on CBEC Logistics Operation. With booming
CBEC, CBEC Logistics enterprises must improve the level of
logistics information technology and continuously enhance
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Figure 1: Traditional E-commerce logistics transportation process.
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Figure 2: CBEC logistics and transportation process.
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the corresponding ability of the cross-border logistics supply
chain (CBL-SC). At the same time, there is a need to reduce
the cost of CBEC Logistics and management and improve
service satisfaction to raise revenue [11]. �ere are mainly
three logistics operation modes in CBEC: Postal Small
Parcel, Four International Express, and International Special
line.

International express mainly refers to the four major
commercial express giants: Dalsey, Hillblom, Lynn (DHL),
�omas National Transport (TNT), Federal Express
(FedEx), and United Parcel Service of America (UPS). �ese
international couriers bring excellent Logistics experience to
online shoppers through their own global network, powerful
information technology (IT) system, and localized services
worldwide. International Special Line Logistics is generally
transported overseas by air charter and then send packages
to the destination country through cooperative companies
[12]. �e advantage of special line logistics is that it can
concentrate large quantities of goods to a speci�c country or
region while reducing costs through the scale e¥ect.
�erefore, its price is generally lower than commercial ex-
press [13]. In terms of timeliness, special line logistics is
slightly slower than commercial express but much faster

than postal parcels. �e operation «ow of International
special line logistics is drawn in Figure 3.

As in Figure 3, special line logistics can choose three
special transportation lines: shipping, land transportation,
and sea transportation, served by professional logistics
personnel.�e advantage of special line logistics is that it can
concentrate batch goods to a country to reduce costs.
�erefore, its price is generally lower than other express
delivery. �e most common special line logistics products in
the market are the American special line, special European
line, Australian special line, and Russian special line. Many
logistics enterprises have also launched the Middle East
special line, South America special line, and South Africa
special line [14]. However, the special line logistics sees some
delays compared with other commercial expresses, but it is
still much faster than postal parcels. �e common operation
feature of the four international express is multiobjective, as
given in Figure 4.

Figure 4 describes the CBEC logistics modes. Appar-
ently, CBEC Logistics mode establishment should focus on
seeking the most e�cient way to interconnect time, space,
materials, equipment, handling, warehousing, personnel,
communication, and other elements of the overall Logistics
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Figure 3: International special line logistics operation rules (a) special line operation framework and (b) transportation mode options.
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diagram. �e system is more than just a multi-link-spliced
unity. It also aims to maximize the overall system bene�t
over the sum of the bene�ts of each link [15]. �e logistics
system should factor in the external environment and de-
velopment conditions. �e construction of the CBEC lo-
gistics system must focus on the overall system goal. In the
meantime, the system should consider the rational distri-
bution of resources to maximize the overall timeliness and
bene�ts.

2.3. Establishment of the CBEC Logistics Sorting System and
Risk Detection Subsystem Model. First, the sampling density
function is tested according to the sampling data of a logistics
enterprise. According to the demand analysis, the enterprise’s
average daily processing volume presents a deterministic
probability of V distribution [16]. �e mean daily processing
volume is 19,325, with a standard deviation of 7,387. �e
demand sampling and density function curve of the average
daily processing volume is outlined in Figure 5.

From Figure 5, China has put forward higher standards
for the quality and speed of CBEC logistics: more data,

information, and intelligence accommodation are needed.
Further, V in probability events can generate a random
variableVd according to theMonte Carlo simulationmethod.
Its distribution follows the above density function distribution
[2]. Suppose the number of pieces arriving at di¥erent time
windows Tn should be ITn. In that case, the probability can be
determined for pieces reaching ITn in di¥erent time windows
in a day combined with the actual pick-up plan of the sampled
enterprise and the operation time plan of the transfer center.
�e whole process of the sorting center is divided into seven
basic links: unloading, inbound scanning, security inspection,
label changing, customs clearance scanning, sorting, and
loading air containers. According to the �eldwork data col-
lection, its service capacity has relatively stable variation. It
«uctuates from the mean value within a certain standard
deviation range [17]. Additionally, postwork is physical ac-
tivity, so the service capacity also changes according to the
increase in working time t. �e simulation «owchart of the
CBEC Logistics sorting system mainly solves two problems:
the sorting completion time Z(Tc) and the appropriate ca-
pacity Z(Snt) of the platform in each link after the input of
random variable VD.
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Figure 4: Multiobjective mode of goods of four international express.
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Figure 5: Demand sampling and density function of the average daily processing capacity of a CBEC logistics enterprise.
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�e objective function of the sorting system can be
established as in (1):

Z(Tc) � Tstart
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In equation (1), T is the labor time and Z(Tc) represents
the sorting completion time after input. Tstart denotes the
operation start time, usually a constant. After the target price
function of the sorting system is obtained, the potential risk
factors must be determined in the overall CBEC logistics
system. �en, the results are analyzed to obtain a scienti�c
and reasonable risk detection subsystem. Based on BPNN
and genetic algorithm (GA), this paper designs the proposed
CBEC logistics system’s risk detection subsystemmodel.�e
model tests the reliability of the logistics distribution sub-
system, thus forming a complete system [18].

Each attribute of the BPNN model is determined by its
internal properties. BPNN has the functions of association
and memory, classi�cation and recognition, distributed
storage and memory, and processing, so it is more convenient
than the traditional method. Generally, BPNN includes three
levels: input, output, and hidden layers. During model
learning, network parameters are constantly updated, studied,
and modi�ed to establish a model with minimum error. Its
basic unit is the neuron, roughly the same as an animal
neuron [19]. �e function used in the process of sample data
acting on BPNN neurons denotes only I � ∑nj�1 wijxj − θj
and yi � f(Ii). xj signi�es the neuron input from the outside
or other neurons. wij is the connection weight between
neurons. θj is the output threshold of neurons. yi means the
output signal of the neuron. f(Ii) refers to an excitation
function used to limit the output of neurons. �e internal
structure of BPNN is unfolded in Figure 6.

As in Figure 6, the middle of BPNN has a multilayer
feedforward NN. �en, the BPNN is trained using the input
and output sample sets.�e internal weights and thresholds are
studied and adjusted repeatedly to approach the linear or
nonlinear relationship between the input and output samples.
�e internal law underlying data samples can be learned. �e
learning process of BPNN is portrayed in Figure 7.

From Figure 7(a), the BPNN propagates forward and
unidirectionally. �e samples are transmitted from the
neurons in the input layer and �nally transmitted to the
neurons in the output layer through calculations. When the
network training results do not conform to the preset error,
the error signal will propagate in the opposite direction of
the error function.�en, multiple iterations and calculations
are performed through the calculation process in Figure 7(b)
to adjust the weight and threshold between neurons in each
layer to reduce the output error [20]. When the output
reaches the expected error accuracy, it will automatically
stop running and output the �nal data.

�e operation process of the speci�c risk detection
subsystem is displayed in Figure 8.

According to Figure 8, the NN is used to address the
nonlinear relationship of the data. �rough learning and
training, the weight of the data sample can be determined,
and then the GA is introduced to solve the maximum value
of the event. �ere are two methods in selecting coding and
detection functions, which are combined to complement
each other to obtain a more comprehensive output [21]. �e
steps of constructing the risk detection factor set and sample
training, as well as the equations involved in calculating the
values, are as follows:

U � U1, U2, . . . . . . , Un{ }, (2)

M � m1, m2, . . . . . . , mn{ }, (3)

s �
������
M +N

√
+ y. (4)

In order to build a CBEC logistics risk detection sub-
system, the values of M and N must be counted [22]. In
equations (2)–(4), M, N, and y are the neuron sample set,
output result, and a constant. s and m are the numbers of
neurons in the hidden layer and input layer, respectively.

1 � m∗ n +(s + 1)∗ n, (5)

W � wjr
∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣n∗ s. (6)

In equations (5) and (6), n is the number of neurons in
the output layer [23]. W refers to the weight matrix from the
input layer to the hidden layer. Based on the neuron sample
set and output results, the model proceeds to the next step:

V � vkr
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣s∗m, (7)

B � b1, b2, . . . . . . , bs
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣, (8)

C � C1, C2, . . . . . . , Cm
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣, (9)
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1
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p
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2
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�e number of neurons in the output layer and the
weight from the input layer to the hidden layer are obtained.
Equation (7) calculates the weight matrix from the hidden
layer to the output layer. In equations (7)–(9), V denotes the
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Figure 6: BPNN internal structure.
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weight matrix from the hidden layer to the output layer. B is
the threshold of neurons in the hidden layer. C stands for the
threshold of neurons in the output layer. p signi�es the
training sample. After the weight matrix from the hidden

layer to the output layer and the threshold of the hidden
layer, neurons are determined for the risk detection sub-
system, the training output error is calculated as follows:

F �
1
E
, (11)

f Emin(k)( )
1

Emin(k)
. (12)

Equation (11) is its functional equation. In equation (12),
Emin(k) represents the output error of sample training [24].
�e number of neurons can be determined based on the
model output:

nH �
�����
n +m

√
+ a, (13)

nH �
�����
n∗m

√
, (14)

nH �
n +m
2

. (15)

Equations (13)–(15), nH is the number of neurons in
the hidden layer. a denotes a constant between [1, 10, 25].
nH �

�����
n +m

√
+ a is most commonly used to calculate the

number of neurons in the hidden layer.
After data collection, analysis, and preliminary modeling

preparation, the sorting time window and basic resource
distribution are determined by extracting the historical
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capacity data of the sorting center. �e business department
provides volume forecast data according to customer de-
mand. �en, the site layout is designed according to the
processing «ow to determine the form and rules of the
sorting queuing model. According to the cargo operation
time window, cargo arrival time, queuing rules, and other
situations, the parcel processing model of the sorting center
is established. Multiple simulation experiments are carried
out by continuously varying cargo «ow and adjusting re-
source distribution. Based on the model results, the resource
will be distributed, and the cost di¥erence under the optimal
resources distribution is obtained by comparing the daily
ordinary express sorting processing cost. At the same time,
themaximum capacity limit of the sorting center is obtained.
Finally, the numerical result is sent to the risk detection
subsystem. �e target samples are optimized and trained
through the NN. As such, the risk detection results are
outputted to determine the risk level of the CBEC Logistics
system.�e speci�c risk level standard is detailed in Figure 9.

Figure 9 is the risk analysis and SC-level risk classi�-
cation of the CBEC logistics system, including �ve levels.
�ey are safe (corresponds to risk range of (0, 0.2)), safer
((0.2, 0.5)), general ((0.5, 0.67)), relatively dangerous ((0.67,
0.85)), and dangerous ((0.85, 1)) levels [26]. �en, training
data are imported into MATLAB. 7.0 and are trained by the
toolbox for simulation.

3. System Model Test and Result Analysis

3.1. Analysis of Experimental Results of the CBEC Logistics
Distribution Subsystem Model. In MATLAB 7.0, inputs are
used to represent and import information data, and simu-
lation experiments are carried out. �e object distribution
time and accumulated pieces of the CBEC logistics distri-
bution subsystem are counted in Figure 10.

According to the simulation results of the resource input
in Figure 10, the sorting completion rate before 18:00 can
reach 95.2% so that the resource con�guration can meet the
business needs. After 1,000 times of operation, the sorting
center obtains the queue form of each operation link. At the
same time, it restricts the backlog of packages in the time
window and the speci�ed time unit. By adjusting the station
con�guration, the standard processing e�ciency has in-
creased from 480 pieces/station/hour to 900 pieces/station/
hour. �us, the object distribution subsystem model can
e¥ectively optimize the e�ciency of object distribution and
processing e�ciency in the CBEC logistics system.

3.2. Analysis of Experimental Results of the Risk Monitoring
Subsystem Model. Here, the risk detection subsystem tests
the CBEC logistics object distribution subsystem to detect its
reliability. First, the number of hidden layer nodes is de-
termined. �en, it is calculated that when the number of
hidden layer nodes is 8 and 11, the model is the most
reasonable. �erefore, the model will be further trained with
8 and 11 hidden layer nodes to get the relationship between
the number of iterations and the Mean Square Error (MSE).
�e speci�c MSE distribution is drawn in Figure 11.

As in Figure 11, the samples with the best �tness are
searched according to the optimal conditions. �e optimal
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Figure 9: Risk level standards of the CBEC logistics system.
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decoding value is obtained and applied to the established NN
structure as the initial weight and threshold to train the NN
model further. Suppose the MSE of the risk detection of the
logistics system is 0.0001. In that case, the system needs fewer
learning and training iterations to reach the target value
when hidden layer nodes are 11. Accordingly, the number of
hidden layer nodes is set as 11 optimal and is substituted into
the CBEC logistics system to conduct the �tting experiment.
Afterward, the obtained weights and thresholds are �ne-
tuned to obtain the best �tting results further. �e speci�c
�tting results are manifested in Figure 12.

From Figure 12, the actual output and the expected
output of the training sample �t perfectly with only a minor
deviation. �e �tness is close to 99%. �us, the system can
learn by itself and gets an output closer to the input to
improve the accuracy of internal system calculation. At the

same time, the model learns by itself and further adjusts the
NN parameters. Hence, the model has an excellent learning
ability for nonlinear relations. It is proved that the CBEC
logistics distribution subsystem is reliable and meets the
expected standards. Additionally, the accuracy of the lo-
gistics risk detection subsystem also meets the standard.
Overall, the complete CBEC logistics system can be widely
used in CBEC trade.

4. Conclusion

In recent years, global CBEC has shown a trend of cen-
tralized and rapid growth. �erefore, higher standards have
been put forward for the quality and speed of CBEC logistics.
In the process of incremental innovation of the logistics
model, the attendant problems have become more complex,
and the disadvantages of the original model have gradually
appeared. �ere are many relevant theoretical studies, but
the research on the CBEC Logistics system is rare, so
establishing the CBEC logistics system is imminent. First,
this paper delves into and compares the traditional and
CBEC logistics models, and the CBEC logistics system is
constructed and adjusted according to the system con-
struction principle. Further, it designs two key subsystems:
object distribution system and distribution risk detection
subsystem, based on the deep learning NN algorithm. �en,
the relevant parameters are calculated and tested. Finally,
experiments are designed to test the two subsystems. In
summary, the proposed CBEC logistics system can meet the
needs of the CBEC Logistics enterprise.�e failure and error
of the proposed system are small. Still, due to time con-
straints, there is a vast space for further research and
practice, such as the processing «ow optimization of
packages of di¥erent packaging types.

Data Availability

�e data used to support the �ndings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
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